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The Immortal World Book 5 

BY SHANNON A. HINER 

 

 

 

PERPETUALLY PUNCTUAL, BORINGLY reliable, invariably prepared, Bree 

O'Quinn, was about to walk into her last class of the night a full fifteen 

minutes later than she’d planned.  

On the first day of the semester, fifteen minutes meant the difference 

between getting a good seat and ending up in the front row, or squeezed 

between someone who believed in showering only weekly (if ever) and a person 

who smoked one of any number of offensive smelling substances.  

Ever since some technical problem with the three alarms on her phone 

prevented every single one of them from going off at 4:30 that morning, Bree 

had been struggling—and failing—to make up lost time. She'd arrived only ten 

minutes early for work (normal being eighteen minutes), exactly on time for her 

internship, and two minutes late to her first class.  

She should have been able to make up time once on campus—and in fact, 

had managed to take back seven minutes—but the class before ran over by five 

minutes, forcing her to try to traverse the entire campus with the heavy throng 

of students at mass effect. Apparently, the professor was very concerned about 
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his students' understanding of an assignment that wasn't due for another two 

weeks. The group's lack of questions about it, rather than set his mind at ease, 

had evidently implied they were struck dumb with misunderstanding. He'd 

waxed at length about the particulars, seemingly oblivious to the students' 

twitching glances to the clock, to their phones, to the door. 

Now it was time to pay the piper. She reached the door of her last class out 

of breath and feeling a sheen of sweat over her temples despite the chill of 

winter hugging the halls. Once in, she took a quick survey of the room. Five 

minutes to the start of class. The professor was sitting at his desk at the front 

of the room, reading through notes and taking no notice of the classroom. A 

steady hum of conversation covered the room. Her heart dropped as she looked 

over the remaining seats. Only two left.  

This was precisely what she'd feared. The first day of a new semester was 

always like the Hunger Games. Every student for himself, rushing the 

cornucopia to take what they needed to survive; in this case, seats. One of the 

remaining open spots was in the back, closest to the door and Bree's current 

position. It was sandwiched between a group that appeared to be stoned out of 

their minds and a couple of young men currently engaged in a serious 

discussion from which she caught the words 'orc' and 'elf.' 

Bree shuddered. No, please, anything but that.  

Behind her, the door opened, admitting a burst of cooler air and three more 

students. Late adds, she guessed. Students who tried to join the class after it 

was already filled. They sat through the first few weeks of a class, waiting for 

the people who weren't serious to drop it and make room for them. Vultures 

who eyed the filled seats with hungry eyes and the hope that others would fail 

so they could succeed.  

Bree stopped debating and made for the other remaining seat. It was on the 

left side of the room, halfway to the back. The row seemed to consist of 

relatively normal-looking people. She knew well by now appearances were 

deceiving. Some of the nicest looking people in her classes turned out to have 

the most disturbing minds. 
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She slid into the seat and allowed herself a sigh of relief. The guy to her left 

smiled easily at her. 

"Cut that kind of close, didn't you?" 

"Too close." She smiled back, forgetting her natural reserve for a brief 

moment. 

He was actually kind of cute. Nothing flashy, he obviously wasn't a sports 

star or the future "Sexiest Man Alive," but when you took a bunch of science 

and medical classes, you learned to appreciate a more subtle kind of 

handsome. 

His ashy blond hair had a slight wave to it and showed signs of starting to 

darken with age. His eyes were light, but she couldn't quite discern the color, 

maybe gray, or a light blue. They rested on her with an intensity that made her 

feel like he could see straight through her soul. 

It was that intensity which froze her in place, a wide-eyed doe staring down 

an eighteen wheeler barreling down the highway straight for her.  

"Hi…" she said. Had she whispered? She felt breathless. 

He had well defined cheekbones and a jaw that might have seemed severe if 

he hadn't continued to smile.  

"Hello." He held out his hand. 

Was that strange? A little formal? Bree bit her upper lip and reached to 

shake his hand. Instead of a normal handshake, he only grasped her fingers 

and bowed toward her slightly. It should have seemed awkward—who did that 

anymore?—but instead, he made it look both natural and graceful. 

"If I might presume to introduce myself, I'm Errin Kaye." 

"Oh," she breathed out in sudden understanding, "you're British." People 

from other countries had different customs, right? Even someone from 

England—sharing a language and so much history with America—could be 

expected to behave differently, more formal than she was used to, right? 

Bree was babbling. In her head, yes, but she was babbling. She needed to 

stop.  
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His smile warmed. "I am. And you are?" His accent wasn't super noticeable, 

it was most apparent in the vowels and his crisp enunciation. As if it was 

starting to fade over time, but couldn't quite be shaken completely. 

"American," she blurted out. "I mean, sorry, of course I am." She laughed—

God, she as such an idiot—and took a deep breath. Calm, be calm. Why was 

she so worked up? "Bree O'Quinn." 

He squeezed her fingers gently, then released them.  

"Very nice to meet you, Bree O'Quinn`. That's a lovely Irish name for an 

American." 

She laughed again. "Well, I'm not entirely sure my family ever left the 'old 

country.' What part of Britain are you from?" 

"England. London, to be precise." 

"Isn't your name also a little Irish to be from London?" 

Errin shrugged, a graceful roll of his shoulder blades that made her take 

notice of the excellent cut (good God, was it tailored?) of the gray collared shirt 

he wore. "My mother," he said, as if that was the only necessary explanation. 

Bree nodded as if she understood, though she wasn't sure she did. "How 

long have you been in America?" 

He stopped to think. "A while now. Years." 

The professor chose that moment to call the class to order. Pursing her lips, 

Bree tried to rein in her annoyance. Her insatiable curiosity had been engaged. 

With at least another ten questions lined up for Errin Kaye, those questions 

would likely inspire countless more. She wrinkled her nose at the thought. 

Perhaps it was a good thing the professor called a halt to their conversation. 

She had a tendency to come on a little strong when she met new people.  

Bree only wanted to know what made them tick. 

Errin smiled apologetically and turned his attention forward.  

With a quiet sigh, Bree did the same. But it didn't stop her from examining 

him out of the corner of her eye.  
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He sat very still in his dark wash jeans and button down shirt. He didn't 

have a coat, which was strange, because it was pretty cold outside. She 

wondered if he was one of those guys who was “too tough” to ever be cold. 

His sneakers were a well taken care of but unremarkable black. He wore no 

jewelry, except for a large silver ring on his right hand. It made her think of the 

class rings some guys had from their high schools. There was a large green 

stone in the middle and what appeared to be some sort of Celtic design around 

it. She shuddered to think, what if the stone was real? A person had to be 

pretty confident in their ability to protect themselves to walk around with an 

emerald on their hand. 

She studied his musculature. He seemed fit enough without being a gym-

rat.  

"Briigh…id? O'Quinn?"  

Bree flinched as the professor butchered her name. Fourteen years of 

teachers destroying it and she still flinched every time. 

"Bree, please, sir. Just Bree. Present." 

The professor muttered what sounded like “thank God” under his breath 

and then said louder, "Thank you, Just-Bree. Cassandra Parker?" 

Bree couldn't suppress another shudder. Her parents were sadistic. Her 

eyes moved of their own will to see Errin grinning.  

"Shut up," she muttered in his direction.  

He shook his head, saying so only she could hear, "That never would have 

happened in England."  

She grimaced again. 

* * * 

Tapping the pencil eraser softly against the college ruled pad of paper, Errin 

considered the weight of the brown eyes currently boring sidelong into his face. 

The owner of said eyes didn't seem all that well-versed in the art of being 

stealthy. Oh, she was trying, but the fact that she took nearly as few notes as 

he did was a bit of a giveaway. Also, every time he looked at the professor's 
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board, her eyes were staring straight ahead in so studious a fashion that no 

one, save perhaps a five year old, would've believed it. 

Maybe he could have ignored her, had her thoughts not been so 

overwhelmingly clear. She was, quite literally, fit to burst with all the questions 

she held in. 

The side of his mouth quirked up at the thought. Most people he made 

polite conversation with were clearly looking to end the discussion as quickly 

as possible. They would find the clearest route to their objective, engage, and 

then execute the exchange. 

As close as he could tell, Bree O'Quinn's main objective would be to 

figuratively take him apart and piece him back together again. Was she a 

scientist in the making, or a mechanic? 

Halfway through the class, she pulled something out of her bag and bent 

forward as if she was trying to hide her actions.  

Errin couldn't help it, he stopped paying any attention to the professor. It 

didn't worry him too much. Having read the syllabus twice, he knew nothing 

new or of interest to him was being covered for a few weeks yet. Bree's dark 

curls formed a curtain around her face for a moment, too thick to see through. 

When her face emerged again, a small pair of purple rimmed glasses perched 

on the bridge of her nose.  

Her relief was so immediate, he thought she might gasp from it. It was only 

at that moment Errin realized she had a fierce headache, her thoughts coming 

crisper as the pain began to ebb away. A small curse flew from her lips as she 

looked at the professor's whiteboard and back down at her tablet. She started 

backspacing immediately and then typed anew. Errin's mouth quirked again; 

she had misspelled a term apparently. She rubbed her forehead absently, as if 

trying to work the pain out of her head. 

He couldn't help but wonder why she hadn’t just worn the glasses from the 

beginning of class. And why was she so secretive about retrieving them? 
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Bree's eyes stole toward him again. He couldn't quite get rid of his small 

smile before she saw. Her cheeks were a lovely shade of rose pink as she looked 

away quickly and made more notes. 

At the end of class, the professor announced the first lab, causing Bree to 

remove a yearly planner book and make a note. Errin eyed it with some 

amusement, noting the myriad of colors blazoned within, detailing what he 

presumed were the many appointments she had to keep. Not only was she a 

planner, she also appeared to be a gross overachiever. 

Errin packed his pad and pencil into his satchel and, standing, swung it 

over one shoulder. Bree was still finishing her notes and only glanced at him 

quickly. He started to turn, then stopped.  

No, it simply wouldn't do. He was too intrigued to end it there. "Well, Bree 

O'Quinn, it was very nice meeting you. I suppose I will see you at the lab 

tomorrow?" 

Her espresso colored eyes met his smile and she blushed again. "Oh, yeah. 

Yes. I mean," she seemed to breathe deeply through her nose before allowing 

herself to continue, "I'll see you then." 

He held out his hand. Errin knew very well that it was out of fashion, but he 

couldn't quite get behind the lack of manners these days. 

She looked surprised, but set her small delicate fingers in his. He squeezed 

them very gently between his own and bowed. "Until then." Errin released her 

hand and left without embarrassing her further. He smiled to himself as she 

remained in her seat, wondering about him, once again nearly bursting with 

questions. 

It didn't take long to navigate the hordes of college students, not for him. 

Errin might not be the tallest specimen there, but he was by far the most agile. 

Once he was out on the street, he breathed in the fresh January air gratefully. 

Being pressed by so many warm, breathing, blood-pumping bodies was enough 

to put him on edge. Not like it used to, of course, but it was still much more 

comfortable to be out of the squeeze. 
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He walked a few blocks away from campus, toward downtown, taking in the 

post-holiday scenery. The twinkling lights were out of the windows, the wreaths 

had been taken down from the light poles, it was no longer the season 'to be 

jolly,' it was just winter. The students on the street were bundled in warm 

coats, their breath frosting the air. Young ladies wearing bright scarves 

shivered and shuddered and held onto their beaus and bosom friends. 

Errin frowned and looked down at himself. He wore only a button down. 

How odd he must look, without a coat or scarf and gloves. He resolved to fix 

that once he returned home; it wouldn't do to stand out. 

Tinkling bells sounded from his pocket and Errin fished Jane out of his 

jeans. Pressing the little green button, he held the phone to his ear. "Errin 

Kaye." 

"Errin, where are you?" The voice of his closest friend and leader said in a 

misleadingly polite tone. 

"I was on my way back to my shop." Errin mentally checked his 

appointment book. He didn't believe he had any prior commitments this 

evening. 

"Good," Hadrian said. "Hurry." The line went dead. 

Errin took the phone from his ear and frowned at it. "Jane, dear," he said, "I 

really wish you could make him sound just a tad more agreeable." 

Hadrian had no good reason to sound so abrupt. He had spent the last six 

months falling in love with a nice girl and bringing her into their clan. Wasn't 

love supposed to make a person more pleasant? Errin sighed and turned down 

an alley. He listened for footsteps as he made his way to the back. When he 

was sure no one was around, he put Jane back in his pocket and shimmered 

home. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

Jenny was doing the dishes when Bree got home that night. Bree could see 

her roommate through the second-story window, dancing and singing as she 

scrubbed a pan. It didn't matter how many times Bree pointed out how easy it 

was to see her from the street at night, Jenny never closed the curtains, never 

stopped dancing. 

They'd been roommates for two years, since Bree responded to the ad online 

for a roommate to share rent during undergraduate school. Jenny had stayed 

in the city after getting her BA, and Bree continued on toward her master's. 

The deli on the ground floor was dark; they closed up shop at about four 

o'clock every day. Bree found the side door unlocked and rolled her eyes. How 

many times had she told Jenny to lock the door at night? Especially when she 

was home alone. 

Locking the door snugly behind her, Bree climbed the stairs to the second 

floor. She could hear Jenny's music now through the door; some strange blend 

of Top 40 pop and a Middle Eastern tune. It was an awkward mixture to be 

sure, made worse by the fact that there was absolutely no good way to dance to 

it, but Jenny danced anyway. 

"Bree-bear!" Jenny squealed as soon as the door opened, letting a plate 

splash into the soapy water. They had a dishwasher, but Jenny said it took the 

fun out of the dishes. 
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The fact that Jenny found fun in doing dishes seemed the more obvious 

problem. The blonde pixie-like creature attacked Bree with her soap-covered 

hands and wet apron.  

Bree laughed and attempted to break free. 

"How many times do I have to ask you, Bree? When you open the door 

you’re supposed to yell, 'Honey, I'm home!'" Jenny bounced back to the sink. It 

was amazing she didn't slip on wet floor. "Then I will turn from the sink, take 

off my apron, go to you, take your shoulders in my hands and—" 

"Easy there, housewife." Bree laughed again, hanging her coat on one of the 

hooks by the door. "Unless that sentence ends with 'and invite me to sit down 

for a foot rub and some Tylenol for my aching head,’ I don't need to hear it." 

"What if it ends in me offering you a plate of dinner and tossing you a bottle 

of Tylenol?" Jenny was already reaching for the microwave. 

"Deal," Bree called as she entered her room and kicked off her warm brown 

boots. The floor was freezing, so she hurried into her slippers. Grabbing an 

elastic from her nightstand, she leaned forward and gathered up the entire 

burden of her hair and tied it up and out of the way. She shrugged on an 

oversized black sweatshirt that proclaimed—with stick figures—“The name's 

Bond. Hydrogen Bond” and returned to the main room. 

The microwave was counting down with only thirty seconds to go and Jenny 

seemed to be nearly done with the dishes now. A bottle of Tylenol was already 

on the counter with a steaming cup of chai tea. Jenny turned down the music 

from its original level (obnoxious) to something a little more civil (read: still 

obnoxious, but not headache-compounding). 

Bree rounded the counter, heading for the bottom cabinet next to the sink. 

"I already fed Archibald," Jenny said, stopping the microwave just before it 

beeped and fishing out a plate with some hot pads. 

"Archimedes. And thank you." 

"Sit, sit." Jenny popped the plate onto the counter, pushing it toward the 

opposite end of the island where two stools stood. She set the hot pads down 
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and untied her apron. "His full name can't be Archimedes, you don't call him 

'Ar-key' for short." 

"No," Bree said, taking a seat at the counter and removing the plastic wrap 

from the plate. Steam rose quickly, filling Bree's nose with the delicious scent 

of Jenny's grandma's famous spaghetti sauce. "Because that sounds stupid. 

Almost as stupid as Archibald." 

Jenny gasped in faux indignation. "My great grandfather was named 

Archibald, you uncultured harlot." 

"Weird, your great grandfather's name was Linus last week." Something 

brushed Bree's leg and she found the aforementioned enormous orange feline 

had chosen that moment to make his presence known. He looked up with 

golden eyes and meowed. "Hey big guy," she said, reaching down to scratch his 

ears. "Aren't you glad you're not named after Jenny's great grandfather? 

Instead your namesake was a mathematical genius who made extraordinary 

scientific breakthroughs that continue to help mankind. You lucky furball, 

you." 

Archi, in true cat fashion, chose that moment to playfully bite her finger and 

run away. 

Jenny raised perfectly arched brows. "The prosecution rests." 

Shaking her fist in the direction Archi fled, Bree called, "Just because I 

stepped on your tail this morning—that was an accident, you traitor!" 

Jenny laughed and handed Bree a fork. Leaning over the counter she asked, 

"How was the first day of spring semester? Wait, no, I'll go first so you can eat." 

And such was the dynamic of their friendship. Bree was a listener. Jenny 

was a talker. At times Bree felt like she should talk more, contribute more to 

the conversation, but the truth was Jenny loved to talk, and Bree loved to 

listen. Why complicate it? 

Bree dug into the piping hot spaghetti and enjoyed Jenny's stories of the 

day; the interesting people who came to the art studio where she worked, the 

antics of her coworkers, funny anecdotes about the people who frequented her 
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gym. It was reassuringly normal. Between the chatter and the amazing 

spaghetti, Bree felt herself relax for the first time all day. 

Finally, it seemed like Jenny exhausted her store of epic tales of the day. 

Bree yawned and looked down at the last few bites of her spaghetti. She still 

felt hungry, but she had been considering going on a stricter diet again. She 

didn't like the stubborn pudge around her middle and every few months she 

toyed with getting a gym membership or starting a new diet. She pushed away 

the plate with a regretful sigh, and hoped there were leftovers in the fridge for 

the next day. 

Jenny took the plate and started to scrape off the remainders into the 

garbage. She never commented on Bree's insecurities about her weight. After a 

huge fight early in their friendship, they never spoke of it again. Jenny had 

tried to convince Bree that was she was perfect just the way she was. Bree, 

being scientifically minded and having no wool over her eyes, disagreed. A 

bulimic episode from Jenny's youth made her much more sensitive to anything 

resembling an eating disorder.  

The two had come to an impasse. Neither could or would change their 

opinion. They spent nearly a month not speaking. Slowly their friendship 

healed, but they never spoke of diets to each other again. Not once. 

Bree didn't know what made Jenny so self-assured and confident. Aside 

from the fact that she was absolutely gorgeous and had no reason to be 

otherwise. It wasn't that Bree didn't think Jenny had reason to believe in 

herself, but Jenny made it seem like everyone should love themselves just as 

fully and unconditionally as she did. No matter what they looked like. Bree had 

never been able to feel that secure. It was like they were wired in completely 

opposite ways.  

One hundred eight-degree opposites.  

And there was no one, except her father, Bree loved more in the world. 

A comfortable silence fell between them as Bree wiped down the counter and 

Jenny washed her plate. When the kitchen had been set to rights, Bree found 

herself yawning again.  
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She was about to excuse herself and go to bed when Jenny said in an 

offhand manner, "So, I met a guy…" 

Bree stopped and turned around. "A what?" 

Jenny couldn't stop her smile. "A guy, you idiot." 

"Like, a male-human type of guy?" 

Jenny bit her lip. "Maybe." 

"Ooh, Jenny has a boyfriend." 

"Not yet," she said quickly, then shrugged. "He came into the studio today." 

Bree knew sacred girl code when she heard it. She popped herself back on 

the stool despite her exhaustion and leaned forward. "What's his name?" 

"Trent." 

It was highly unlike Jenny to answer with so little detail. This was serious, 

indeed. 

"How many times has he come into the studio?" 

Jenny shrugged again. "A few." 

"Has he asked you out?" 

She started grinning. "Dinner, next week." 

"Woooow," Bree over-enunciated. "You really like him. You've never spoken 

so little about anyone." 

Jenny grabbed a hand towel and rubbed her hands dry. "I don't want to jinx 

it." 

"Damn," Bree said. It was all she could think to say at the moment. Other 

dark, insidious thoughts began to creep through her mind. It was only a matter 

of time. Jenny would fall in love. Get married, move out, have kids, make new 

friends…never bother with science-obsessed, insecure, overly-quiet Bree again. 

"I'm really excited, though," Jenny said at last, her eyes sparkling. She had, 

thankfully, totally missed Bree's turn of mood. "I'll need your help figuring out 

what to wear. God, I don't even know where he's taking me." 

Bree smiled at her, trying to look reassuring, but feeling the spaghetti turn 

over in her stomach. "You'll look beautiful no matter what." 
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"We should go shopping." Jenny bit her lip, turning into a giddy ball of joy 

as she skipped into her bedroom and started pulling apart her closet. "I have 

nothing to wear!" 

How many stereotypes could you fit in one lovely, excitable, girl? Bree 

sighed and smiled, tucking away the dark feelings for now. Jenny was a good 

friend, she would never up and coldly abandon Bree. Bree knew that factually, 

but… 

She took a deep breath and stood up. "I'm going to shower and head for bed, 

Jenny. I'll see you in the morning." 

"Nighty night!" Jenny called back, still wrestling with the mountains of 

clothes she pulled from the tiny closet and spread on her bed. 

Bree took a long shower and tried to wash off all of the dark feelings 

churning within. It was selfish to want to keep Jenny to herself. Jenny was a 

social butterfly, she loved meeting new people. She deserved to be happy and 

find love. 

Hot tears pricked behind Bree's eyes. It wouldn't have been so painful if she 

had someone of her own. But there was no time. Aside from her job at the 

Science Center, she'd snagged a summer internship the year before at the 

research lab on campus. The professor in charge of the lab was so impressed 

with Bree's work and dedication that he'd allowed her to stay on during the 

following semesters. If her grades slipped though, she'd lose it. She just had to 

hang on through the next year and a half, and it could turn into a paid position 

after she graduated, providing a better source of income and a credible boost to 

her CV when she went for her Ph.D. Scholarships only went so far, and nothing 

gave her nightmares like student loans.  

Between the internship and her job, classes had been moved to nights and 

sleep became a precious commodity. Having a social life was out of the 

question. And anyway, no one she'd met really appealed to her that much. 

Her mind turned to the guy from her last class, with his lovely accent and 

strange manners. She leaned her head against the shower wall and closed her 

eyes, letting her imagination go for a minute. Just one minute. 
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Then she stopped. That was enough for the time. It helped clear her heart of 

the sickness Jenny's news unwittingly caused. 

As Bree settled into bed in her plaid sleep pants and one of her biology pun 

shirts, she concentrated on her own bright future. She made her way step by 

step through the process of getting there as she scratched Archi's ears and 

kissed him on the forehead. 

All of this would be worth it someday, when she cured the common cold, or 

cancer. All of the nights with only four hours of sleep, doing homework until it 

felt like her eyes would bleed, the strict no-dates-no-nights-out policy…she 

would look back on it fondly. 

Who needed people, anyway? She had Archi, and he was better than any 

human companionship. 

It would all be worth it in the end. It had to be. 

* * * 

Errin reappeared in the small apartment above his shop rather than the 

exam room directly below where he knew Hadrian waited for him. He needed to 

stow his satchel and change out of his modern attire. He wasn't sure how 

Hadrian would feel about his taking classes with humans, but Errin figured 

this was one of those situations where begging for forgiveness was better than 

asking permission. And he would put off the begging part as long as possible.  

Hadrian was notoriously fair-minded, and while “fair” might make most 

people think of kindness and understanding, Errin knew the term was also 

equal parts enforcement and punishment. Hadrian must suspect Errin had 

ways of procuring new knowledge, but the longer Errin could put off justifying 

his means, the better. Best not to put that decision in Hadrian's hands any 

sooner than necessary. 

The leader of the Venaygo Clan—and in fact all of the North American 

clans—had his hands more than full enough at the moment. Since the attack 

on the annual Gathering a few months prior, the werewolves had been 

uncharacteristically fractious. For nearly two hundred years, their kinds had 
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managed a perilous sort of peace. Neither species actively pursued the other, 

though both knew not all was forgiven and forgotten. 

Lately though, the werewolves had not only taken advantage of lone 

vampires who crossed their paths, but actively organized attacks and hunted 

them. The vampires were getting riled up. The young ones were starting to look 

for their own trouble. They didn't remember the last war. 

Errin set his satchel by the oversized blue couch and started to unbutton 

his shirt as he walked into the bedroom. He was technically one of those too 

young to remember the last war—it ended just before he was turned—but his 

sire had narrated in excruciating detail the events he'd witnessed. Errin didn't 

shy from violence, he really couldn't in his position, but all the same, the tales 

made him sick. The waste of life, both mortal and immortal, was tragic.  

Carefully hanging his clothes, Errin tucked them into the antique wardrobe 

and turned to the bed where his evening clothes were laid out. He wished, as 

he did nearly every night, that he had his valet, Andrews, still. Most of his kind 

updated their wardrobes regularly with modern wear. Errin only procured what 

was necessary to not stand out badly in human society. When in the company 

of his own kind, he preferred to be comfortable. His friends may have accused 

him of not adapting, but until human kind developed good taste again he 

would stick with his waistcoats and cravats. 

Buttoning up the double-breasted gold and black damask waistcoat, Errin 

slipped his feet into black boots. He tied his gold silk cravat à la Byron and 

shrugged on the black frock coat. It settled around his shoulders with a 

comforting weight that felt like home. 

Instead of the pocket watch he now kept in a box on the dresser, Errin 

slipped Jane into his coat's inner pocket. The phone too had a comforting 

weight. He slipped on his gloves, but forewent the hat. It was his one 

concession to the modern day. The hat had always needled him before, so now 

it was relegated to the hall tree to gather dust. 

All that remained was to get his medical bag, which was downstairs where 

Errin could hear Hadrian speaking to someone else. He tilted his head toward 
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the floor and concentrated on the second voice. It was an unnecessary 

maneuver, really, but it made him feel more human. 

The other voice was female, warm but cautious. He smiled. Aubrianna. That 

was why Hadrian had been short with him on the phone; Aubri must have 

been with him at the time. The old vampire always acted more human around 

his ladylove. 

Errin shimmered into the shop below, just outside the exam room. The shop 

wasn't small so much as it was rather crowded. The front room was full of 

library shelves, which were covered in medicines, tools, and all the books Errin 

had ever read. Considering his age, that was quite a few. 

He opened the door to the exam room to find there was a third person 

within. Laid out on the table was a young Venaygo vampire. The male was 

clutching his side tightly, but it didn't stop the thick, dark blood from oozing 

out between his fingers. 

Errin pulled off his gloves and stuffed them in his back pocket. "What's 

happened?" He went to the patient's side and removed bloodied hands away 

from the wound. The flesh was torn in a way that was becoming far too 

familiar. "Werewolf?" He didn't look up from his examination. The bite was 

deep, and a lot of blood lost. He hoped the wolf had the bitter taste of vampire 

blood in his mouth for weeks. The vampire was young, under a hundred, if 

Errin had to guess. His blood hadn't thickened much yet, and his body would 

struggle to heal quickly with all the contaminants in the wound. He would heal 

on his own, eventually, but it would be a long, painful process.  

"Aubri, would you kindly fetch my bag from the counter?" He finally looked 

at his other two guests.  

Aubrianna Pennington Hadriana Venaygo was standing close to the 

patient's side, her hands outstretched to help, but not knowing what to do. 

"Yes," she said with obvious relief. Her shoulder length auburn hair swept 

around her shoulders as she turned. 

Her sandy-haired counterpart, Hadrian Catane, was leaning against a table 

with his arms crossed. He had seen too many wounds like this in his lifetime to 
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be upset. His green-gold eyes were on Errin, scrutinizing him in a way that 

used to make Errin uncomfortable. He'd long since gotten used to Hadrian's 

ways, though. 

Hadrian's expression didn't change as he asked, "Where were you?" 

Aubri returned with the medical bag and came around to Errin's side of the 

table with it. 

Taking it from her, Errin set it next to the patient and pulled out a pair of 

medical gloves. He answered Hadrian as he slipped them on, "Working." He 

grabbed a pair of scissors from the bag and began to cut away the patient's 

torn clothing. "What happened here?" 

"A werewolf caught poor Faber off guard," Aubri said, practically wringing 

her hands.  

Errin wanted to smile at her nerves, but he was concentrating too hard on 

getting the cotton fibers out of the wound. Aubri was only three months 

undead, still very human in many ways. 

"Aubri, would you turn on the other overhead light and wheel that cart over 

here, please?" He motioned to the cart that bore the super intense medical light 

he used on surgeries. His enhanced eyesight was perfectly adequate for the 

current procedure, but he thought Aubri could use something to do. 

She rushed to comply, saying, "He was just on the edge of the woods, 

outside a big city. He wasn't sure which one it was, he was just hunting. 

Anyway, he barely had the strength to shimmer home. His roommate called 

Hadrian." 

"I'm surprised the creature left this much of him," Errin mused, not noticing 

Aubri's knuckles go suddenly white around the edge of the cart. 

Hadrian noticed though. "Aubri," he said quietly, almost softly. 

It was Hadrian's voice that alerted Errin to the danger. Hadrian rarely spoke 

with emotion; almost every time Errin heard him do so was to Aubri. Because it 

surprised him, Errin looked up to see what Aubri was doing to make Hadrian 

comment. Her eyes were a deep winter freeze and they were fixed on Errin. Her 

body was full of tension, ready to pounce. 
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Hadrian unfolded his arms and stood straight. "Aubri," he said again, a note 

of command entering his tone. 

She flinched, and her concentration was broken. The freeze melted, 

becoming a hurricane. Her chin rose as she stared at Errin. Hadrian leaned 

back against the table again, but his eyes followed Aubri as she slowly walked 

back around the exam table and then hoisted herself up on the table next to 

him, folding her arms over her chest. 

The tension left Errin's body slowly, alerting him to the fact that he had 

been prepared for an attack. He stared at the young vampire with concern. A 

short temper combined with so much raw, untrained power was dangerous. He 

needed to remember that the next time he made an offhand comment about 

werewolves. Aubri's brother had been turned wolf just before she was made a 

vampire. The two were powerfully fond of each other, and it forced Aubri to 

walk a precarious line between the two species. 

A groan from his patient snapped Errin back to attention. The wound was 

already starting to heal itself. He had to hurry to get the rest of the fabric out of 

the wound and clean it before it sealed. The harder the patient's body had to 

work to heal itself, pushing out fibers, battling infection, the longer the young 

vampire would be recovering. He worked efficiently, marveling as he watched 

the muscles reattach, veins stretch to meet their tarnished ends, and skin grow 

back. It never got old, the pure magic of their existence. 

The whole process took just under an hour. When Errin was sure it would 

heal right, he went to the back of the room and cracked open the fridge. He 

retrieved two units of blood. When he returned to the exam table, his patient 

was slowly sitting up. 

"Go slowly," Errin said, holding out one of the bags. "It will be a day or so 

before you're one hundred percent again." 

The young male was a sturdily built fellow. All shoulders and brawn. His 

reddish-brown hair looked like it hadn't seen a comb in a week. His dark eyes 

took in the opaque silver bag and he frowned. "Is this…?" 
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"Indeed," Errin said, holding up the other one. "You lost a significant 

amount of blood, and it wouldn't be wise to send you hunting in your current 

condition." 

His eyes filled with wonder. "You just have these? Lying about?" 

"No," Errin said. "I have them for emergencies. Don't get used to it." 

The young vampire nodded, looking crestfallen for only a short moment 

before he held the bag up to his mouth and punctured it. He made a face and 

pulled away. "It's cold." 

Errin rolled his eyes. "Consider that your impetus to recover in time to go 

hunting before you need more." 

Hadrian and Aubri were watching quietly. Aubri still had a petulant look 

about her. Hadrian leaned toward her and said something low so Errin couldn't 

hear. She nodded and stood. 

"Aubri," Errin said before she could disappear. "I didn't mean anything by 

it." 

Her fists clenched and she closed her eyes briefly. "I know." The air 

shimmered around her and she winked out of sight. 

Hadrian stood and came forward. "Faber?" 

The young male did his best to stand at attention from his prone position. It 

was actually rather comical.  

"Sir?" 

"I will need to debrief you. Sooner rather than later. If you will report to my 

office at one o'clock, I would appreciate it." It was phrased like a request, but 

Hadrian's even tone and expressionless eyes brooked no opposition. 

"Yes, sir," Faber said quickly. 

Errin was honestly surprised he didn't salute. The young male had finished 

off the first unit of blood, and was looking a bit more life-like. "Here, after you 

finish this one, if you feel strong enough, you can walk home. I'm assuming 

you live in Genocide?" 

The vampire nodded. 
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"Good, walk home, but do not shimmer. You're not quite up to it yet, and we 

wouldn't want you to get stuck between, would we?" 

He froze, and then shook his head quickly. 

"All right." Errin fished a card out of his coat pocket. "In the future, you can 

call me directly if you have a medical emergency." Handing the young vampire 

the card, he headed for the door.  

Hadrian followed him out and stood in front of the desk. As the exam room 

door closed behind them, Errin cracked a grin and sat down at his desk. 

"Was that necessary?" Hadrian asked, one brow raised. 

"I wanted to see if he was young enough to fall for it." Errin shook his head, 

still grinning. He'd never heard of a vampire getting stuck mid-shimmer, but it 

didn't stop him from suggesting the possibility to young bloods. "It never gets 

old." 

"You keep spreading that myth and soon we'll see it in books and movies." 

"Oh, I certainly hope so. I shall take all the credit." 

Hadrian sighed, but didn't reprove Errin further. He'd learned to put up 

with a few of Errin's quirks over the years. "This is the second unprovoked 

attack this month." 

"Are you certain it wasn't provoked?" 

Hadrian shook his head. "Not Faber. That one has a solid head on his 

shoulders." 

"Even the ones with the solid heads have been getting restless. Especially 

the young ones. And who can blame them? First Rene disappeared, then the 

attack on the Gathering last month." 

A shadow seemed to pass before Hadrian's face as it darkened briefly. 

"Still no word on her?" Errin asked. Rene Kaplan had disappeared a week 

before the Gathering during a brutal attack on the Acrien headquarters, 

Abandon.  

"No," Hadrian replied, voice clipped.  
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"Oh, that reminds me." Errin opened a drawer and rummaged about until 

his fingers closed around a clear bag. Lifting it up, he held it out to Hadrian. 

"There were a few loose ends bugging me on that autopsy a few months ago." 

"The vampire hunter?" Hadrian took the bag, examining the small black 

piece of plastic within. 

"Yes, so I went back and did a new examination. I found that embedded in 

the human's foot." 

"His foot?" 

"Just so." 

Hadrian continued to examine the fragment. "I hope this isn't what I think it 

is." 

"I'd wouldn't put odds on it." 

"I'll have Rene's team take a look at it. I think one of them is fairly tech-

savvy." Hadrian sighed. 

"Isn't Faber part of that team?" Errin couldn't keep the doubt out of his 

voice. Rene's small team of vampires had been investigating the vampire 

hunters, but were all on the young side. And if Faber was getting mixed up in 

werewolf tussles…well, there had to be someone better to turn to. 

Hadrian leveled one of his trademark blank looks at Errin, a fully 

authoritative don't-you-dare-argue-with-me stare. "Faber is one of Garran's 

bloods." Garran Farris Mikael Venaygo had died almost a year before, in one of 

the first and most brutal werewolf attacks. He'd been Second in Command of 

the Venaygo at that time, Hadrian's right hand. Hadrian continued, "I don't 

believe he would have been stupid enough to goad or track down a werewolf." 

Errin kept his thoughts to himself. Hadrian was much, much older, and 

would not be swayed by his input. The old often seemed to forget or 

underestimate the innate stupidity of the young. "Well," Errin said, "he has 

survived to tell the tale. And hopefully will have learned much from the 

experience." 

Hadrian's eyes narrowed; he knew polite disagreement when he heard it.  
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Jane's sweet tune broke the ensuing silence, and Errin thanked the stars 

for the day he bought the phone. "Sorry." He was decidedly not sorry. "May I 

take this?" 

Hadrian's preternaturally blank face revealed no annoyance as he nodded, 

and then made for the front door. 

Errin removed Jane from his pocket and answered the call, "This is Errin. 

Yes, I have time to come by tomorrow. How's ten? Great." 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

 

Winter was Errin's favorite time of year. Not because he enjoyed the cold—

he couldn't feel it. Not because of the holidays—he wasn't a particularly 

religious person, nor did he have a family to spend time with. And not because 

of the symbolic nature that poets seemed to find in the dying of the earth and 

the coming rebirth. 

Errin loved the winter because of the long nights. It was his most productive 

season of the year. He woke at just after five o'clock in the afternoon and was 

able to stay out until six in the morning. Over twelve hours of work done. He 

could take classes and study early in the evenings, and then spend the night 

tending to his fellow immortals and building the practice that was his fondest 

joy and ambition. 

Summers were difficult. He couldn't take the night classes because the sun 

was out well after eight. He had to resort to online courses, and at that, there 
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was less time to study. He could get up before the sun set, if he was careful, 

but it gave him a headache nearly every time. It just wasn't natural. 

Spring and fall were simply transitions from his favorite season to the most 

frustrating. 

Optimism made his steps light on this particular evening. Lab days were 

particularly enjoyable, and tonight was the first one his molecular biology 

class. Putting to use book learning in a hands-on and practical way was an 

excellent method for remembering. Medicine and medical schooling had 

advanced impressively since his time, but hands-on learning remained vital.  

That was the other problem with online courses in the summer. He was 

unable to attend the labs and as a result missed out on the chance to truly 

cement his learning. After the first summer of online courses, Errin realized he 

needed to save the truly hands-on classes for winter. He filled the summer with 

terminology, theory, and elective classes; the ones that were necessary to earn 

his next degree, but weren't terribly interesting to him.  

Walking across campus, he was happy he'd chosen to wear a coat that 

night. He might not need the protection it offered, but not wearing one would 

definitely make him stand out. The cut reminded him of the styles he grew up 

with, though the material was much different, and the style updated. It seemed 

a positive mixture of both modern and Victorian fashion values. Errin felt a 

little more himself in it. Though, as he eyed a few of the humans walking 

about, there didn't seem to be anyone else wearing the particular style. 

Most of the males and females alike seemed to be wearing pullover or zip-up 

hooded sweatshirts with varying advertisements upon them. He fought the urge 

to curl his lip. Sneering wasn't like him, but honestly, who told these humans 

this was an attractive style? It made everyone look like an amalgamous blob. 

No, he simply couldn't force himself to wear something so hideous. It was bad 

enough that cravats had fallen out of fashion. He would not stoop to their level. 

Stepping into the science building, Errin shook off his mood and made his 

way through the halls. One of the nice things about night courses, so he had 

gathered from other students, was that there were fewer students crowding the 
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halls. Having nothing to compare it to, Errin found that hard to believe. It was 

a heartening thought though; so many young doctors and scientists in training 

surely meant good things for the world.  

Every twenty feet down the hall was a bulletin board. The school had events 

going on constantly: special lectures, job fairs, performances. Students were 

also permitted to post advertisements. Many seemed to be looking for 

roommates or trying to convince their fellow students to attend small events 

like “comedy hour” and exhibitions of unknown bands of musicians. 

Errin shook his head at them. Entertainment, like fashion, had certainly 

taken a turn for the worse in this age. It seemed life was a trade-off. In his 

lifetime music, opera, dance, and the arts had been magnificent, but medicine 

and machinery had only begun to evolve and advance. Now, science, 

technology, and medicine neared miraculous, but the enrichment of society 

took a backseat. Social graces were not taught. Art itself might be a lost art. 

Glancing through the small window on the door to the lab, Errin sighed. The 

young men and women in their white lab coats and safety glasses all had such 

aspirations for the world and themselves, but how many of them were truly 

enjoying just being alive? 

He pushed open the door and strode in. Hanging his new coat in the back 

closet, he snagged one of the lab coats and a set of safety glasses for himself. 

Errin left his satchel with the coat, taking only his notepad and pencil out. At 

the front of the room, the professor had his head buried in his notes. There 

wasn't a great number of students in the lab yet, it was still about ten minutes 

before the professor would begin instruction. Most of the students were paired 

off with a friend or friendly acquaintance.  

Taking stock of the remaining singles, Errin's mouth twitched into a smile. 

The young lady he'd introduced himself to the night before was sitting alone, 

near the front of the lab, her nose buried in a textbook. Wild chocolate brown 

curls were barely contained in a high ponytail. She had her purple-rimmed 

eyeglasses on under her safety glasses and she was perched, rather 

precariously, on the edge of her work stool. Her small heart-shaped face was 
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tilted quizzically, mouth pursed and brows furrowed, as if she was considering 

disagreeing with the author of the textbook. 

Errin almost laughed at the expression. Something in him warmed at the 

very humanness of her. 

He shouldn't—it was never a good idea to get too familiar with a human—

but he started toward her. Human beings were one of his weaknesses. Errin 

had been quite fond of a number of them over the years. It was, in a completely 

unpatronizing way, like having a beloved pet. Their life was all the sweeter and 

more treasured for its brevity. 

Hadrian wouldn't like it, but that was why Errin never shared when he had 

chosen to become familiar with a human. Again, best not put that decision in 

his leader's hands if it wasn't necessary. 

Tapping his notepad on the stool next to her, Errin asked, "Excuse me, Miss 

O'Quinn, is this chair reserved?" 

She startled, very nearly tumbling off the stool, but keeping a firm grip on 

the book. Errin rather thought she might have been hanging on to it to use as 

a weapon. He was ready to catch her, but she righted herself quickly, which 

said a lot for her sense of balance. 

When she caught sight of her assailant, she breathed out in a gasp, "Oh, it's 

you." 

"I'm sorry I startled you." Errin motioned to the text book still grasped with 

white knuckles in her hands. "We must have very interesting studies ahead of 

us." 

She looked at the book and then back at him, clearly trying to unscramble 

her wits still. "What? No. I mean, maybe. Yes." She sighed finally and took off 

the safety glasses. Setting them down on the counter, she grabbed at her 

eyeglasses and pulled them off as well. Her inquisitive brown eyes were the 

color of espresso beans as she studied him with a frown. "You scared me," she 

accused. 

"Yes," Errin agreed with a smile. "Hence my apology." 

She still eyed him as if he were a spider in the picnic basket.  
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He waited, noting for future reference that she was not a good person to 

sneak up on. 

Finally, she sighed again. "I'm sorry. I can't, for the life of me, remember 

what you asked me when you walked up." 

"An understandable quandary, as I nearly scared you right off your chair." 

He nodded to the stool next to her. "I was inquiring if this seat was reserved for 

anyone." 

"Oh." She blushed, the soft rose color suffusing not only her cheeks, but the 

bridge of her nose as well. Her scent changed slightly when she did that, 

becoming sweeter and at once deadlier. 

Errin couldn't help but feel his smile widen. What a delightful creature. He 

wondered what the drawback to her character would be. Nearly everyone had 

one. Did she kick dogs? Make a mockery of the mentally infirm? Think reality 

television entertaining? There had to be something to make up for the sweet 

sight she currently made. 

"No, it's not reserved. But," her face became quite serious. Now. Now she 

would reveal her fatal flaw. "I can be quite irritating to work with. I'm kind of a 

stickler for perfection in my work." 

Or…not. He frowned with mock seriousness. "You're really quite a trial then, 

hmm?" 

She looked so crestfallen for a moment, Errin almost gave into the growing 

need to reassure her. What a strange feeling, this automatic response to 

comfort. He was accustomed to his need to help people, medically speaking, 

but this was different reaction. It was like when a small child fell or bumped 

their head, they weren't really hurt all that badly, but the emotional trauma 

they attempted to work through was too big for such a small body. 

"’Unbearable’ is the term I've heard most often." Then she shrugged and 

gave him a small smile, strained as it was. "I may have driven them off on 

purpose though. I like to work alone." 

"Alone? Or you just haven't found a perfectionist like you yet?" 
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Her deep eyes took on a speculative gleam that might have made another 

human break out into a sweat. She eyed him silently for a minute before 

motioning to the stool. "Be my guest, but I warned you." 

Errin set his pad on the counter and put his safety glasses on. "Forewarned 

is forearmed, Brighid O'Quinn."  

She started and stared at him. 

"That is the name the professor mangled so magnificently yestereve, is it 

not?" 

"Just Bree, please," she said quickly, looking around as if someone else 

might have heard her full name and judged her harshly for it. 

Errin's own brow furrowed as he took in the crease between her expressive 

eyes. "If you insist, exalted one." 

Her eyes widened and she looked away, opening her text book once again. 

Errin shook his head slowly, examining her for a moment before noting the 

date on his pad of paper. Her reaction made him believe she knew the history 

behind her name, yet for some unfathomable reason she did not like to hear it. 

What a puzzle his new human acquaintance was turning out to be. 

She frowned down at the book and moved her face closer to it. Errin noticed 

her eyeglasses were still on the counter, doing her no good whatsoever. Why 

didn't she just put them on? 

The professor looked up and about at the lab finally, as if noticing that 

nearly all of his students had arrived. As he called the class to order, Errin 

again found himself distracted by the human to his left. Maybe she wouldn't be 

a good lab partner if he couldn't concentrate on the lesson at hand. 

* * * 

Bree never liked to admit to being wrong. But were she inclined to pass 

judgment on her lab partner after only one day—which she was most definitely 

not—Bree would have to admit that Errin seemed quite intelligent, and had 

good attention to detail. 

A couple of times, she felt keenly that he was holding himself back to let her 

lead in the assignment. She narrowed her eyes at the book in front of her. Bree 
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wasn't so sure she liked that feeling. In the past she'd typically been the one to 

hold herself back from rushing ahead. It was not a pleasant feeling coming the 

other way. 

Still, he seemed attentive and helpful thus far. The lab was coming to an 

end rapidly. All that remained was to make their final notes and excuse 

themselves. She wrote slowly, still contemplating the merits of having a lab 

partner who might know more than she did. 

Errin seemed to be taking his time as well. He washed up their tools without 

complaint, and then finished his notes too. Bree stole a peek at his handwriting 

out of curiosity. Over the years of her classes, she had taken great 

entertainment out of examining the handwriting of her colleagues. She could 

generally tell their major from it. Future doctors had obnoxiously messy scrawl. 

(Hey, it was a stereotype for a reason.) Future scientists had an excruciatingly 

neat hand. Both majors wrote in a lot of shorthand, and very quickly. 

Errin's hand flowed quickly over the page, filling lines like magic ink 

appearing under a black light. His hand was smooth, and he wrote 

in…cursive? Not shorthand cursive, either. Not even the lazy kind where some 

of the letters weren't attached and others were nearly illegible. His handwriting 

looked like a perfect computer font. 

Bree found herself scrutinizing his fingers. Such handwriting couldn't come 

from normal hands. They were long and thin, she imagined they would be 

equally good on a piano or in a surgery. They stopped writing as she watched, 

flipping the number two pencil around so that the eraser tapped against the 

pad. No mechanical pencil and notebook for this guy, certainly not a laptop or 

tablet. Old fashioned in more than just penmanship. 

"Bree?" His accent rolled the “r” slightly. 

She couldn't help the shiver that hit her right between the shoulders. She 

looked up to find him staring at her, that recurring quirk in the right side of his 

mouth. She'd been caught staring at his hands. How embarrassing. Or did he 

think she had been staring at his notes? Well, she had…but not to copy them. 

She stood up quickly. "Um, well, goodnight." 
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His smile grew. "Is this your last class for the night, then?" 

"Uh, yeah." She tucked her stool up close to the counter and started for the 

closet at the back of the lab. 

Errin stood too, grabbing his notepad and her small stack of books, and 

following her. 

"Oh, thanks." Bree reached for her books. "I almost forgot those." 

He waved her off. "I've got them." 

She tried to grab them again, but stopped when he raised his brows at her. 

Powerful brows, those. She stopped immediately, struggling with herself 

between insisting he hand her books over, and getting her coat and escaping as 

fast as possible. Coat first, she reasoned, books second. 

Heading for the closet again, she took off the lab coat and safety glass. After 

stowing them, she reached for her coat to find it gone. "What the—?" 

Errin cleared his throat.  

Bree turned to find he'd set her books on a shelf and was now holding a 

beautiful plum-colored double-breasted button up wool coat. Her coat. "How 

did you know that one is mine?" 

He glanced around. "Well, there aren't any others here, save my own. It 

seemed a logical assumption." 

It was true, the closet had been cleaned out, and they were the last students 

still loitering in the class. 

He held out the coat and motioned her forward. 

"Oh, I don't need—"  

"Bree," he said with a smile. Why couldn't she get over that stupid accent? 

"Please." 

Just please. No rhyme or reason, just…please.  

She found herself approaching and turning around. He helped her put on 

the coat and then took off his lab coat and glasses while she buttoned it up. 

Errin moved quickly about the closet, stowing his lab gear and swinging his 

own blue trench coat around his shoulders and on before she buttoned the last 

eye of her coat. 
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Shouldering his book bag, he grabbed her own books off the shelf and held 

the door open. He seemed to be one of those rare people who moved not only 

with efficiency, but extreme grace. Bree both admired and detested those 

people. 

As she passed through the door, she reached for her books again. Errin 

didn't seemed to notice, moving for the lab door and holding that one open for 

her next. "Are you heading for home?" he asked conversationally. 

"I am." She tried to reach for the books again, but he was too quick for her. 

"Do you live on campus?" 

"What is this, Twenty Questions?" Conveniently ignoring that was actually 

one of her favorite games. 

He smiled. "I was trying to offer to walk to your dorm, or your car, if you’re 

off campus. It doesn't seem like the wisest thing to let my lab partner walk off 

into the darkness alone." 

Bree didn't like the way he said “darkness,” she decided, as if there were 

more than a lack of light implied. "I walk myself out of this building every day, 

I'm pretty sure I'll survive." 

"But are you one hundred percent sure?" he asked with a rather jovial kind 

of skepticism. "Because I can assure you with one hundred percent certainty 

that you will make it safely to your car with me." 

Bree stared him down, not caring if her gaze was as intense as a laser. 

Normally, she toned down that look—it tended to scare people—but right then, 

she wanted Errin to feel its full intensity. 

He didn't blink, nor show any other sign of weakness. 

"What are you up to?" she asked suspiciously. 

Errin frowned, seeming genuinely confused. "Has no one ever offered to see 

you safely to your car? I'm assuming it's a car at this point, you'll notice." 

"It is, and no, no one has held my books ransom and insisted on walking 

with me." She was starting to feel irritable. He acted as if there were something 

inherently wrong with her having the independence, not to mention the lack of 

friends, to walk herself to her own car. 
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He looked down at her books in his hand, and then turned to her again, 

seeming to question her sanity. "Bree, I think we have woefully misunderstood 

each other for the last five minutes. Might we start over?" 

Errin was so earnest, his hazel eyes appearing more blue than anything else 

at that moment. She decided, against her better judgment, to humor him. 

"Okay…" 

He nodded shortly, held up a finger to signal he needed a moment. Then, he 

handed her books to her, brushed at his coat, and stood quite straight. A lock 

of his ashy blond hair fell over his forehead and he pushed it back quickly.  

Errin cleared his throat. "Bree?" 

"Yes?" Still suspicious. 

"May I walk you to your mode of transportation? I will not rest easily tonight 

if I am not assured you are safe. It is, after all, a very dangerous world we live 

in, and I should hate to find myself sans lab partner in two days." 

She had to bite her upper lip to keep from smiling. He was a little bit 

ridiculous, but in a sincere way. "Well, since you phrased it so well, I would feel 

rather silly if I said no." 

He nodded, as if that was the only sensible thing she could say. "Bree, 

dear?" 

Her heart did not just flutter. "Yes?" 

"May I carry your books for you, that you may tuck your fingers into your 

coat pockets? It is quite chilly outside." 

Bree did smile that time, unable to help it anymore. He was just too 

charming for her own good. She sighed and held out the books in surrender. 

Errin took them with a gracious nod. "If you would lead the way?" He bowed 

and waved his hand down the now nearly deserted hall. 

Shaking her head, Bree started down the hall. She felt a little absurd, both 

because Errin was carrying her books and because she was fairly certain she'd 

overreacted before. He wasn't being shady, he was being a gentleman. It had 

been a very long time since a guy acted like a gentleman toward her. What had 
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happened to society, that she now suspected ulterior motives from any guy who 

was polite and helpful to her? 

Once her direction was clear, Errin walked beside her, matching her stride. 

He was a few inches taller than her, just shy of six feet. His lean build made 

him seem even taller. She found she liked that she had to look up at him. She 

was no Amazon at five feet six inches, but Bree had not met a lot of guys much 

taller than her on campus. Maybe tall people didn't frequent her types of 

classes, or maybe men were shrinking.  

When they approached the door to the outside, Errin lengthened his stride 

and opened it for her. 

"Do you know why men are supposed to open doors for ladies?" she said, 

trying to smile as a cold breeze hit her like an ice storm. She pulled her gloves 

out of her pocket and tugged them on quickly. 

He waited patiently as he replied, "To meet whatever threat might be on the 

other side first." 

Bree sighed, her breath frosted the air in front of her. Of course he knew 

already. She should've known by the way he took manners so seriously that he 

would know the origin behind them. 

She turned left down the sidewalk that led to the north parking lot. Errin 

came up on her right side. It couldn't be a coincidence. After knowing him only 

twenty-four hours, she already knew well enough it wasn't coincidence. A 

warmth started low in her belly. The only other man who had ever insisted on 

that particular nicety was her father. She was curious though, wanting to test 

Errin’s resolve. She stopped, pretending to adjust her gloves.  

He waited, not even shifting her stack of books. 

She smiled. "Sorry." And then started walking again, putting herself on his 

right side. Without missing a beat, he moved behind her and came up on her 

right again, firmly between her and the street. The warmth in her belly 

sparked. And so did her curiosity. She wanted to ferret out all of the long dead 

shows of chivalry and care he must have stowed away. 

"Errin?" she said, tilting her head at him. 
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He glanced at her. "Yes?" 

"How long did you say you've been in America?" 

He shrugged, scanning the darkness ahead of them. "I didn't say, but it's 

been a quite a number of years now. Why do you ask?" 

"Just curious." Understatement of the month award. They were in the 

parking lot now, and strangely she found herself wishing she had parked 

farther away. They came up on her little gray sedan all too soon. "This is me." 

She motioned to the car a little reluctantly, fishing her keys out of her coat 

pocket. She opened the back door first and held out her hands for her books. 

Errin smiled teasingly and didn't hand them over immediately. "I don't 

know, I was thinking of holding these for ransom. How much do you think I 

could get for them?" 

"Well," she said matter-of-factly, placing her hands on her hips, "The 

textbook, as you well know, is worth about $200. The notes, less than nothing 

I'm afraid." 

He made a face and tsked. "Ah, not really worth what I'm assuming would 

be your eternal ire then." He handed them over. 

Bree smiled and set them in the back seat. "I wouldn't say eternal, just as 

long as I'm alive. Which, will be at least one more night, thanks to you seeing 

me safely to my 'mode of transportation.’" 

"And now I must bid you adieu, it seems." He smiled back at her, reaching 

for her hand. 

Starting to get used to him, Bree gave her hand freely now.  

Errin took it in his own ungloved, freezing hand and squeezed, bowing over 

it but not taking his eyes from her. "Adieu, Miss O'Quinn." 

"Good night, Errin, and thank you." 

He released her hand and waited until she was in the car with the doors 

locked before striding away.  

Sitting in the cold car as the engine warmed, Bree watched his silhouette 

welcomed into the darkness like a lover returning home after a long war. It 

folded around him and took him into itself, extinguishing all signs of him. 
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The shiver hit her right between the shoulder blades once more, and she 

checked to make sure her doors were locked. Turning the heat up, Bree backed 

the car out of the space and started for home. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

After changing out of his modern clothes, Errin checked the time and found, 

as he hoped, he had just enough time to make a stop before his ten o'clock 

appointment. Flicking off the lights in his small flat, he descended the stairs to 

the shop.  

The building was tall, the first floor ceilings nearly 20 feet high. It made the 

shop feel a tad less crowded, but it did mean that the stairway was quite long. 

Yet, whenever possible, Errin liked to take each and every step from top to 

bottom. Could he have simply shimmered to where he needed to be? Of course. 

But just because it was easier, didn't mean that was the way it should be done. 

Errin preferred not to take shortcuts, literal or figurative, when he could avoid 

them. He saved shimmering for emergencies and long distance. 

Once he reached the ground floor, he checked to make sure no one had 

entered the exam room while he had been out. It wasn't paranoia; any vampire 

who had physically been in the exam room before would be able to shimmer 

there. It wasn't unheard of for someone in a medical emergency to shimmer 

directly in. Especially Hadrian. 

Assured no one was within, Errin picked up his medical bag and shut off 

that light as well. He didn't like to waste the electricity. He hadn't grown up 

with ready power, he never took it for granted.  

Finally, he walked to the front door and let himself out. He locked the door 

for privacy's sake. Anyone who wanted in badly enough, could get in, but those 
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with honor would stay without. The others…well, there hadn't been any of the 

second variety yet. He wasn't sure what he might do to them after hunting 

them down. The shop was more than his home. It was something he had 

fought for, and earned, and built himself. He didn't like to think what he might 

do to the person who harmed it. 

The willow tree on the front lawn swayed its barren branches in greeting to 

the light breeze. It was turning fifty years old soon, Errin realized. It had been 

planted only a few years after the shop was built. Eyeing the lawn on the other 

side of the walkway, he thought he should get another, a baby tree, to grow 

and take the original's place. 

He walked down a small street, turning left at the back of the library then 

left again to make his way down the main street of Genocide. The city had 

paved streets and sidewalks, but no vehicles. No roads led into or out of the 

city. Down the middle of the street, a line of lamps spaced every twenty feet.  

 The shops were as bright as daylight within; light spilled from their 

windows and onto the street. Everything you could think of from hobbies, to 

clothes, to services. All owned and operated by immortals. Mostly vampires, 

but there were shapeshifters and some Fae as well. The only creatures not 

welcome in the immortal city were the werewolves. Due to the presence of two 

vampire clans, and an embassy for a third, they found it somewhat 

inhospitable. 

It was sad, really, that their two kinds had never been able to get along. 

Errin had attempted to ferret out the reason behind the enmity a few times, 

meeting a brick wall from both sides. He knew it stemmed from some ancient 

transgression, one that each side accused the other of, but what it was exactly, 

he didn't know.  

He suspected no one really knew anymore. Despite their immortality, it was 

entirely likely that anyone who had been around for the original event was long 

dead.  

Passing Fletcher's, he glanced in to see Fletcher himself behind the bar, his 

voluminous white sleeved shirt gaping open at the front as he polished the side 
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of a beer stein. The café by day—run by Fletcher’s shapeshifter employees—

was now a dimly lit drinking hole for the morose and merry alike.  

Errin shook his head at the pirate. If someone had told him one hundred 

fifty years ago he would see Fletcher alive again—tending a bar at that—he'd 

never have believed it. Errin recognized one of the female vampires within, and 

she caught his eye with a smile. He tipped his head and smiled back. He had 

helped her friend out of a jam the year before, and strongly suspected she had 

referred at least two new clients since then. One might think—being the only 

doctor in the immortal world—he wouldn't need to rely on referrals, but the 

truth was immortals were ridiculously cagey about strangers. They might have 

all heard of him, but until one of their friends gave him the okay, they'd all just 

prefer to suffer in silence. 

Half a block later, Errin crossed the street as he came up on the Venaygo 

clan housing. A quick text message to Aubri earlier had provided him with the 

correct address. Luckily, as quick as her temper was, she generally cooled just 

as fast. 

The Venaygo Housing was a large building built in the late 1700s. It had 

actually been there before the vampires, part of the abandoned foundations the 

city was built on. Because windows were generally unnecessary, as well as 

rather dangerous for vampires, they had been bricked in from the inside, and 

the glass had been painted over with some sort of gold sheen. From what Errin 

had been told, when the sunlight hit the building, it was reflected back in pure 

gold, making the city sparkle during the day. He had often wished he could see 

it, to know if it was true or grossly over exaggerated.  

A small porch area was hemmed by an ornate railing, with a set of stairs on 

both sides of the entryway. The double doors were at least nine feet tall and 

seven wide. Their glass too had been coated in gold paint. Errin swung one of 

the behemoth doors open, feeling unaccountably small next to it, and entered 

the equally opulent hall. Dark gold low pile carpet was crowned with a gold 

damask wallpaper. Chandeliers hung every ten feet, and crown moulding 

nested in every seam between wall and ceiling.  
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He shook his head. If it hadn't felt so much like home, he might have judged 

the architect harshly for the opulence. Truthfully, it looked like something his 

mother would have had a hand in. Grand staircases rose up to his left and 

right, but his quarry was on the first floor, so he headed straight down the hall. 

Unit 1003 was about halfway down on the left. Errin reached to remove his 

hat, and then remembered he wasn't wearing one. He smoothed his hair 

instead (or rather, ruffled it somewhat absentmindedly) and reached to knock 

on the door. 

A few short seconds later, a female vampire opened the door. She was rather 

petite, with very straight black hair that barely brushed her shoulders. Her 

dark eyes seemed hostile as she took him in.  

"May I help you?" Her voice had a musical quality, very at odds with the 

rather militant way she greeted him. 

"Who is it, Kendra?" A somewhat familiar disembodied male voice floated 

from within. 

Errin smiled, attempting to put the young lady at ease. "Errin Kaye, at your 

service. I was given to understand Faber Jackstone lived here." 

"Is that the doctor?" The voice floated out again.  

"What do you want with him? He's fine now." She blocked the door with her 

small frame. Not only did she appear to have been turned young, his senses 

told him she was still quite young.  She reminded him of Aubrianna, still 

exhibiting some human tendencies and the air of a body full of more power 

than it knew how to handle.  

"Ken, let him in. It's okay." 

Her eyes narrowed on Errin, but she slowly let the door open and stepped 

out of the way. 

Errin didn't move for a moment, keeping a wary eye on the female. She 

seemed ready to pounce.  

"Hey Doc, I'm in here." The voice reached around a corner and beckoned 

him forward. 

The female stared at him, arms crossed, as if daring him. 
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Errin cleared his throat and nodded to her, following the voice of his patient 

into the other room. A rather sparsely decorated parlor, it boasted a large black 

sofa, a glass coffee table, and an enormous television mounted on the wall. The 

walls were otherwise bare, and indeed the room had no ornamentation save 

what had been provided by the architecture. 

His patient lay prone on the sofa, head resting on a caseless bed pillow that 

had been folded in two. 

"Mr. Jackstone," Errin greeted. "How are you feeling?" 

The young vampire sat up quickly, wincing a little. "Much better, thanks." 

Errin felt a presence behind him and assumed the female had entered the 

room. It made him itch to have her malevolent presence at his back, but he 

didn't turn. "May I examine your wound?" 

Faber looked surprised but stood up. "Sure." As he pulled up his shirt to 

reveal his side, Errin approached and surveyed the damage. There wasn't 

much left, to be honest. The area was a bit red, and a thin jagged line marked 

where the skin had reconnected, but both would fade in the next twelve hours 

or so. 

"Residual pain?" He prodded the demarcation cautiously. 

"No, sir," Faber said too quickly, and Errin's Doctor Sense twitched. "I didn't 

realize you made house calls," he joked. 

Errin was concentrating though, and didn't respond. 

Faber tried again, "Have you met Kendra?" 

Errin sighed, and stood up straight. "It’s healing well, another day and the 

pain should abate completely. I'm sorry, what was that?" He looked at Faber in 

the eye for what seemed like the first time since he had met him. Now that he 

was sure the need for medical care had passed, he could concentrate on 

niceties. 

Faber motioned to the female. "Kendra Willits." He turned and smiled at her. 

"This is Doctor Kaye, he fixed me up last night after—" He stopped talking 

abruptly.  

The warning look Kendra shot him was sharper than broken glass. 
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"—Hadrian took me to him," Faber finished lamely. 

Errin decided to ignore whatever secret was suffocating the room. It was 

generally better if his patients didn't realize how much he caught on to. 

Instead, he bowed to the female vampire with a smile. He didn't reach out for 

her hand. It didn't sit well with him, but he was honestly afraid he might not 

get it back. 

She nodded to him, some of her frostiness melting. "Thank you," she said 

quietly, then turned and left the room. Her presence was still clearly felt within 

the apartment, giving Errin the distinct impression that she was guarding it, or 

Faber. Taking in the height and breadth of the male vampire, Errin might find 

the idea laughable, but for the fact that Faber seemed a rather jovial, kind 

creature, and that Kendra was clearly a force to be reckoned with. 

"Well," Errin said at last, "you seem to be well-healed. It should be safe for 

you to hunt again. Though I would not suggest going out alone, and keep to 

cities, don't go looking for trouble on the outskirts." 

"No, sir." Faber held out a hand. "Thank you again for your help last night." 

"My pleasure," Errin said and shook his hand. "Please do call me if 

something comes up." 

When he got back to the street, Errin let himself contemplate the 

happenings within the apartment. Faber had introduced his friend without 

mentioning sire, dam, or clan. She had volunteered nothing. It smelled like 

mystery, and it might not be the fun kind, considering the werewolf attack the 

night before. 

Errin wondered what kind of story Hadrian got from Faber's debriefing. He 

checked Jane and made a face. No time to stop at Hadrian's office. He turned 

left and headed for the next apartment building. 

Time for his ten o'clock. 

* * * 

Hexagons and scientific formulas swam before her eyes to become a 

nightmarish blur. Bree's eyes burned with the effort to stay open. She had been 
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working on her homework since arriving home from class nearly two hours 

before and her concentration was slipping badly. 

Archi wound about her legs, meowing in an annoyed fashion. He liked to sit 

by her leg and smack his tail into her repeatedly, never satisfied until she 

picked him up and let him perch on her shoulder. That had been their way 

when he was a kitten and she studied. He would sit on her right shoulder and 

nap. Now that he was a whopping fifteen pounds of orange fluff, it was nearly 

impossible for him to balance on her shoulder, so she ended up having to hold 

him with one hand as he head-butted her asking to be pet.  

It was not the best way to concentrate. So they would go back and forth 

between frustrating each other, she not petting him enough, him not leaving 

her alone. It usually ended with Archi giving up and stalking off to sulk in 

another room for the rest of the night. 

On that particular night, however, Bree’s lack of concentration was not 

Archi's fault. It had been a long, strange day, and her mind was more 

concerned with picking apart the happenings than in studying her lab notes 

and coming to conclusions. 

Jenny had gone to bed an hour before. Her date was coming up in only a 

few days and she had been near bursting with the effort not to get too excited. 

Some of Bree's insecure feelings regarding Jenny's new love interest had faded 

in the face of Jenny's excitement. Her good feelings were contagious, and Bree 

found herself adjusting to the thought of Jenny having a boyfriend. It wouldn't 

be that big of a difference, their schedules were so hectic they barely saw each 

other anyway. Jenny would still be in and out of the apartment, leaving her 

indelible mark on everything, a constant reminder that Bree was not alone. 

They had made plans to go shopping together on Saturday morning. Bree 

wasn't sure if she was looking forward to it or dreading it. She loved retail 

therapy, but clothes shopping always seemed to make her depressed. Nothing 

ever fit right, and her coloring didn't seem to favor the fashionable colors. It 

wasn't about her though, Jenny needed a date outfit. Shopping with Jenny was 
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like dressing up her favorite Barbie doll. Everything looked amazing on her, 

and her size was always in stock. 

Bree sighed and set down her mechanical pencil. Archi opened his eyes to 

stare at her from his spot on the back of the couch. She sighed and shook her 

head at him. 

"I don't know, Archi."  

He blinked slowly at her and started to wash himself. 

She thought about calling her dad to talk—nothing grounded her quite as 

well as a heart to heart with him—but she had to decide against it when she 

looked at the clock. It was nearly ten. Bree rubbed her eyes greedily. She had 

washed her face right after getting home and now reveled in being able to touch 

her face without completely destroying her makeup. 

Standing from her desk, Bree grabbed her phone and started texting her 

sister, Liana, as she walked into the kitchen. 

You awake? 

She pressed send and grabbed a mug from the cupboard. From a tin next to 

the coffee machine, Bree selected an herbal tea and emptied two packets of 

artificial sweetener into a mug. Her fingers were nearly numb from the cold and 

she stuck her hands in her armpits as she waited for the machine to pour hot 

water into the mug. 

The phone chirruped at her from the counter. The tea was almost ready as 

she checked the message. 

No. 

Bree rolled her eyes.  

Wanna sleep talk? she sent back. Stirring the tea, Bree removed the spoon, 

but the left the bag of tea in the mug. She was too impatient for timed steeping, 

so she just let the tea get stronger and stronger until she had finished drinking 

it. 

The phone chirruped again. Bree, it's almost 10. I have an algebra test 

tomorrow. 
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She sighed. It wasn't as if she and her sister were particularly close. Oh, 

they loved each other, and few people knew Bree better, but they never had 

that sisterly connection Bree thought sisters were supposed to have. It didn't 

help they were polar opposites, but where that fact endeared Jenny to Bree, it 

made Liana seem like some sort of sparkly alien. 

Bree was fairly sure Liana felt the same about her. They had never clicked, 

never had deep meaningful midnight conversations, never braided each other's 

hair, never “dished” about boys. It was one of Bree's greatest regrets. She 

wanted to feel close to Liana, kept trying to find common ground, but they just 

didn't mesh. 

Dad had said more than once that Liana reminded him strongly of their 

mother. Sometimes, when Bree was being uncomfortably honest with herself, 

she thought that might have been part of the problem. Bree never forgave their 

mother for leaving, and looking at Liana become more and more like their 

mother, she felt herself detaching, distancing herself. 

 Their father must have been some kind of saint, because he loved both girls 

with a devotion and kindness that rivaled any relation Bree had known in her 

life. And while Liana grew up to be the spitting image of their tall, willowy, 

runway model gorgeous mother, Bree was the petite, slightly round, curly-

haired, female version of their dad. He liked to say that no two girls had ever 

been less alike, and he was correct as far as Bree could see. 

Typing out one last text—K. Sorry. Love you—Bree put her phone on silent 

and headed for her bedroom. 

 She set her mug of tea on the nightstand and got under the covers of her 

bed, fuzzy slipper socks and all. Archi was already waiting on the corner of the 

bed, where he'd dragged one of his toys so he could lazily swat at the nearly 

unrecognizable lump of brown and white fur that no longer squeaked. 

Leaning against the headboard, Bree sipped at her tea and let her mind 

wander. Her bedroom was decorated in blues and golds, a clean but warm 

combination. Her furniture was all in a matching light oak wood. The walls 

were bare but for two paintings Jenny had given her from the studio.  
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The first was a landscape of the Mediterranean Sea, done in an 

impressionistic style. It hung on the wall opposite her bed, directly in her line 

of sight. It was like a view from a window of a seaside hotel, and it was one of 

Bree's ultimate goals. When she graduated with her Ph.D, she was taking a 

month off from everything and going to Greece, or Rome, or maybe 

Barcelona…perhaps all three, if she could scrape together the money. The 

painting had become part of her daily mantra. Go to work to afford school. Go 

to school and learn everything they can teach. Graduate. Go to Europe. Save 

the world. Or something like that. 

The other painting, hanging next to her vanity and currently to her right, 

was a very modern, realistic looking work of the interior of a large private 

library. It had a sumptuous feel to it; the furnishings were dark and antique, 

and there was a cozy fireplace with a big orange cat sleeping in a corner. Jenny 

had said she reserved it for Bree the second she saw it. The cat looked so much 

like Archimedes, she had been tempted to track down the artist and ask where 

he got his model. 

Both paintings had been gifts for her last two birthdays. Jenny joked as long 

as she worked at the studio Bree would get a painting every birthday. Bree 

rather hoped it was true. Jenny seemed to have a remarkable ability to pick out 

paintings that Bree truly loved. 

Her birthday was coming up in just over a month and she hadn't heard 

Jenny make any references to a new painting. But that wasn't entirely 

surprising. Jenny was very good at keeping secrets. The last two paintings had 

appeared on the coffee table in the living room the morning of Bree's birthday. 

Unannounced, but wrapped in sparkling paper and topped with a giant bow 

and a card. 

Bree smiled into her mug of tea. She really had the best friend a girl could 

hope for. Her smile wavered. She hoped she never lost Jenny. 

She took the last sip of tea and set the mug back on the bedside table. 

Clicking off the light, Bree leaned back against the headboard and let the 

darkness sink in around her. It was a welcoming, familiar darkness. The red 
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numbers of her new alarm clock shone brilliantly across the room. No phone 

glitches would keep her from waking on time ever again.  

Archi shifted from his play and came up on her side, laying so that his back 

was firmly against her and he could feel her breathing next to him. Bree 

sighed, feeling contented for once, and stroked her fingers over his soft fur, 

rubbing his chin firmly as he turned his head into her. 

Slowly, her eyes adjusted, and she could see the kitchen nightlight seeping 

under her bedroom door. The way she sat, comfortable and at home in the 

darkness, brought to mind the man, Errin, disappearing into the night a few 

hours earlier. She remembered how it had seemed to welcome him, pulling him 

in like an embrace. It didn't cause her to shiver this time. She thought, in that 

moment, she understood it. 

Her eyes closed. Archi stretched next to her, burying his head into the crook 

of her arm. She smiled, and fell asleep. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

It only took Errin a few minutes to cross the immortal city. His destination 

was actually on the way back to his shop. Just behind the faintly green tinged 

Madrassi embassy was Suther's Suites, a hotel built about sixty years prior 

and one of the few spaces in the city open to any immortal species. Most of the 

shapeshifters who chose not to live in human society lived there. Rumor had it 

there were a few Fae in residence as well some were-creatures. Not wolves, of 

course, but feline or avian. Non-wolf weres were reportedly very private, if not 

shy creatures. Errin had yet to treat any, but hoped the practice would extend 

to them someday. 

On the top floor of the modern, sleekly decorated building a penthouse 

crowned the Suites—the part-time residence of the very well known, well-

respected shapeshifter, Daniel Suthers. This, however, was not the suite Errin 

was headed to. His destination, instead, was an unregistered suite on the third 

floor. 

The interior of the building was in stark contrast to the one he'd just left. 

Softly lit halls were sparsely decorated in muted grays and whites. Each door 

had a small plaque next to it with the room number. It had an elevator, but no 

public stairs. (Errin imagined there were probably stairs in the back for 

emergencies only.) 

Waiting for the elevator to reach the top floor, Errin appreciated the fact that 

there was no music within it. He'd had the displeasure of hearing elevator 
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music a few times in his long life, both instances in the last fifty years, and he 

had come away with a sincere dislike of elevators in general. 

A cheerful ding rent the low hum of the elevator, and the doors slid open to 

reveal a lobby identical to the one he had just left on the first floor. Stepping 

down the hall, Errin didn't read the door numbers as he walked. He had been 

to this particular apartment a number of times in the last eight months, and he 

knew precisely where he was headed. He stopped at the very end of the hall, at 

the last door. 

Switching his medical bag to the other hand, Errin knocked quietly with his 

right. He could hear the steps within and moments later, the door was pulled 

open.  

The foyer on the other side was brightly lit, providing backlighting that kept 

the face of the person opening the door in the dark. 

"Errin, hello. You're right on time." The man opened the door wide and 

welcomed Errin. 

Errin could not help but compare this experience with the last apartment 

door he knocked on. But of course, he was always welcomed most warmly at 

this door. He entered and turned to look at his host. 

The man closed the door quickly behind him and turned, holding out his 

hand with a strained smile.  

Errin took the proffered hand and shook it. "Daniel, my boy, how are you?" 

Daniel Suthers was almost exactly the same height as Errin. He wasn't as 

lean, though. Daniel had thick, dark hair and leaf-green eyes. The perpetual 

stubble along his jaw was the only thing that kept his face from having a baby-

young look to it. A fresh-looking cut above his left eyebrow had been cleaned 

and stopped bleeding, but from the way he moved, it seemed he had more cuts 

and bruises hidden away.  

Errin had known the shape shifter for nearly sixty years, meeting Daniel 

when he was still a teenager. It was easy to forget the shapeshifter wasn't 

technically immortal. His kind possessed the ability to slow their aging to a 
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near standstill, but they couldn't stop it completely. Even so, at just over 

seventy-five years old, Daniel barely appeared to be in his late twenties. 

Slinging a friendly arm around Errin's shoulders, Daniel lowered his voice, 

"Did anyone follow you?" 

Errin looked at him quickly, taking in the strain around Daniel's normally 

carefree eyes. "Follow me?" he replied, his own voice almost inaudible. 

"I've been hearing things, the goings-on in Genocide aren’t as safe as they 

used to be." 

Errin couldn't help his humorless laugh. "I daresay you and your crew have 

had some to do with that." 

Daniel's eyes tightened. He waited for the answer to his question. 

"I'm not in the habit of looking for tails, Daniel, but to my knowledge I am 

not being followed." 

Daniel glanced back at the door with uncertainty, but then set his shoulders 

and nodded. "Very well. Just a moment." He stuck his head around a corner 

and into what Errin remembered to be the kitchen. "Jose, can you watch the 

door please?" 

A reply to the affirmative seemed to be mumbled past a mouthful of food. 

Daniel motioned at Errin to follow him. The shapeshifter led him down the hall, 

turning into one of the bedrooms. The room was dark but for a small lamp by 

the bedside. 

On the bed, Errin saw his patient curled up under the covers and asleep. 

"I didn't want to wake her," Daniel said by way of explanation. "She doesn't 

sleep much when these come on." 

Errin nodded. "You did right, she needs the strength." He hadn't missed the 

presence of another in the room, standing in the darkened corner of the room 

where he could see all and stand guard. 

"Jason," Errin said in greeting to the lurking shadow. He could smell the 

drying blood on the shapeshifter’s hands. "How are you?" 

"Fine, Doctor, thanks." The man's voice was low rumble in a way that could 

be threatening or comforting at the turn of a dime. He was a tall man, imposing 
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even when he wasn't trying. Standing as a guardian over the shapeshifters' 

fallen leader, Jason was definitely trying at the moment. 

A comfortable looking armchair was on the same side of the bed as the 

lamp. A blanket was strewn over the back, a book opened and turned upside 

down on it. Errin wouldn't be surprised to learn that Daniel had been sleeping 

in the room, keeping watch over his Valkyrie. Errin picked up the book to place 

it on the nightstand, Plato's Republic. He frowned. Just a little light reading to 

help Daniel sleep, then? He shook his head slightly and set it down, careful to 

keep it open to the last page read. 

Setting his medical bag on the chair, he opened it. If Errin were human, the 

dimly lit room would have given him considerable trouble finding what he 

needed. Luckily, his pupils dilated with much better focus than a mortal's. He 

located the fresh syringe and needle he packed in the bag earlier, and took out 

a small bottle of liquid. After placing them on the nightstand, he leaned over 

the bed to examine his patient.  

A mass of fire red curls were strewn across the white pillow. Sweat beaded 

on her forehead. Her eyes were pressed tightly shut. Errin pressed the back of 

his hand to her fevered brow, taking her temperature in his highly accurate, 

very unscientific way. In the same way, he put a hand over her heart and took 

her pulse. 

Daniel shifted behind him, moving closer with a nervous energy. 

Errin shook his head, still concentrating on his patient. "She's not as bad as 

last time." 

"No?" Daniel said, voice worried but tinged with desperate hope. 

"The symptoms are starting to lessen. She should suffer these attacks with 

less frequency." Errin took his patient's small hand in his own and squeezed. 

"Cameo. Time to wake up, dear." 

Her hand twitched in his and her eyes opened. Hazel eyes sharp as sea 

glass met his. "Doctor?" she whispered, then shivered. "I don't want it." 

"I know, dear." He rubbed his thumb over her fingers. "But quitting this 

stuff cold turkey could kill you." 
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She pulled her hand away weakly and glared at Daniel. "I told you not to 

call him." 

Daniel's voice was hard as Errin began to prep the syringe. "And I told you 

not to hold your breath." 

There had been tension between Cameo and Daniel for months now, 

growing in strength even as Cameo recovered from the forced drugging of her 

now dead captor. Where Daniel used to sigh at her biting words, he now 

responded in kind. Errin flicked the needle to be sure there were no air bubbles 

within. He glanced at the book that had been set hastily down on the armchair. 

Daniel slept at her bedside when she was sick, yet they spoke to each other 

with barbs and sarcasm. He sighed quietly. The young wasted so much time on 

pride. 

Errin held his empty hand out for Cameo's arm. Early on, he learned not to 

reach for or grab her on his own; she tended to react badly to being 

manhandled. 

Fists clenched in the sheet, it was a long moment before she relented and 

stretched out her arm. "How many more times?"  

She always wanted absolutes. The fact was, as he had reminded her and 

Daniel many times, they were in uncharted territory. She was the first shape 

shifter he had known to be dosed with barbiturates as a control mechanism, 

and one of the few to survive it, as barbiturates were highly toxic to 

shapeshifters. 

Having been conditioned to them over the course of nearly two years, her 

body became addicted. The withdrawal symptoms she now suffered were some 

of the most severe he had witnessed in his career. The fact that a normal 

human dose of the sedative was enough to make a shapeshifter overdose and 

possibly die meant the withdrawal symptoms were equally severe. 

"Oh, I don't know." Errin found the vein with ease and gently slipped the 

needle under her skin. "Not a lot, I would imagine. I was telling Daniel here 

that you're not nearly as sick as last time." 
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Cameo’s eyes narrowed on Errin, as if she thought he might be lying. She 

seemed to feel his truth in her own body though, nodded after a moment. He 

pushed the sedative into her bloodstream slowly but steadily. He'd measured 

out what would amount to one fifth the human dose. He had started at four 

fifths, and each month decreased her dosage by a tenth. It had been over six 

months now and she seemed to be going longer between doses. The symptoms 

were decreasing in severity. 

Removing the needle, Errin placed it and the syringe back into their case.  

Cameo lay back now, her eyes nearly closed. He found her skin already 

cooling as he placed his hand on her forehead again. Errin stowed the medicine 

back in his bag and zipped it up. Taking her wrist, he checked her pulse. He 

nodded to himself. Her body was handling the lower dosage well. Weaning her 

off slowly seemed to be working. 

"Doctor," she whispered.  

He'd thought she was asleep, but that was probably just her lowered 

heartrate.  

"Thank you."  

Errin patted her hand. "Of course, dear." 

He picked up his medical bag and nodded his goodbye to Jason. Daniel 

followed him out of the darkened room and down the hall.  

A muscular looking man with short black hair and warm brown skin stood 

by the door with his arms crossed and legs apart. Another bodyguard for the 

Valkyrie. He grinned at Errin and waved. "Hey Doc, nice to see you again." 

Errin smiled back. "I'd wager you'd rather not have to though." 

Jose shrugged. "It would be nice if you came to just visit. We don't get a lot 

of guests, you know?" 

No kidding. Considering what he suspected the group was up to, Errin was 

still shocked they let him through the door. Daniel interceded before Errin had 

to answer. "Errin, could we talk for a moment?" 

Errin followed him through the entry and into the warm kitchen. Similar to 

the rest of the suite, the room held no personalization or comforts other than 
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what the hotel offered. Errin suspected the shapeshifters currently in residence 

stayed somewhere else permanently, but this was where he always saw them. 

Their home away from home, perhaps? 

In one corner of the room was a pub-style table with four tall stools around 

it. Daniel leaned against it. "Are you certain she's doing better?" The hardness 

he had spoken to Cameo with was gone, though his tension certainly wasn't. 

"I am." Errin set his bag on one of the stools. "I've been slowly decreasing 

her dosage, as you know, and I have also kept track of how often she needs it. 

She is taking less of it, and going longer between doses. I have every 

expectation this will be a successful course of action." 

Daniel looked like he wanted to be convinced, but wasn't quite. "The 

withdrawals hit her so hard..." 

"Your kind is extremely sensitive to this type of drug, Daniel. It is natural 

that she reacts strongly." 

"Isn't there something else we can do to make it better?" Daniel fidgeted. 

"She doesn't sleep well, except right after you visit. Sometimes she goes for 

days on only a few hours of sleep." 

"This is a sedative she was addicted to against her will. Not being able to 

sleep without it is a natural reaction. Slowly, that problem will fade. But I must 

stress, slowly." 

"I just—" Daniel stopped, looking about the room as if something there 

might help him express the depth of his worry. 

"Danny," Errin said, hoping the use of his nickname would help the 

shapeshifter listen. "She's going to be okay. We have this under control, and 

she is strong." He took the man's shoulder in his hand and gave it a supportive 

squeeze.  

Daniel stared at the floor. "It's not just the withdrawals I worry about. 

There's a sickness inside her too, in her heart. I can't fix it, Errin. I don't know 

what to do." 
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Errin took a deep breath. "Don't tell me anything I would need to lie about 

to Hadrian. I have my suspicions about the four of you, but no facts. Do not 

give me facts." 

Daniel's shoulders drooped. Errin knew the man needed someone to confide 

in, but he would be better off choosing someone who didn't call the immortal 

city's judge and jury their friend. 

"Come," he said, giving his shoulder a friendly pat. "Buck up, Daniel. One 

thing at a time.We fix her physically, then deal with the emotional trauma." 

Daniel nodded and gave a weak smile. "Do you know any immortal 

psychiatric doctors?" 

"No, but give me a few years and I'll go get a degree in that next." Errin 

picked up his bag and made for the front door. 

He met Jose there and nodded to the door. "All clear out there?" 

"Yes, sir." Jose smiled and reached to shake Errin's hand. "Thanks, Doc, 

you're the best." 

Errin returned the smile. "I'm the only." 
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